Reconstructing Blackness: Anti-Racism and Unity in the US

Explore the construction and vitality of Blackness from a uniquely Bahá’í perspective.

This 3-credit online spring course will examine:

- Constructions of Race
- Environmental Racism & Gentrification
- Prison Industrial Complex
- Reparations
- Racism & Technology
- Black Women in the U.S.
- Constructive Resilience
- Community Building

“This course has made me realize that principles of humanity’s oneness, constructive resilience, and consultation are crucial components of the multimodal solutions for racism.” – Stephen, GTU Master’s student

Taught by Dr. Gwen Etter-Lewis, GTU visiting professor

GTU Sign Up Now
bit.ly/GTU-Reconstructing-Blackness
Enter "unity in the us" in search

UC Berkeley Sign Up Now
cgolestani@wilmetteinstitute.org
to receive cross registration info

Taught at both graduate and undergraduate levels for GTU and UC Berkeley students